
Activities for Heath Project Learning

Embarking on a 4-H Exploration:
Understanding Your Health and Fitness
Calling all curious minds and enthusiastic 4-H explorers! Are you ready to embark on a
fascinating journey of self-discovery, delving into the incredible world of your health and
fitness? This project offers a unique opportunity to conduct valuable research, gather data,
and gain profound insights into how your everyday choices impact your well-being. Imagine
it as a scientific investigation, unlocking the secrets of your own fantastic body and revealing
its remarkable potential.

Why is this the perfect recipe for a stellar 4-H project? Think of your body as a finely
tuned machine capable of achieving extraordinary feats. By meticulously tracking your
choices and their outcomes, you become a skilled engineer, optimizing your engine for peak
performance. This empowers you to:

● Fuel your 4-H endeavors:Whether presenting your research on sustainable
agriculture or leading a community service project, you'll have the stamina and focus to
tackle any challenge with unwavering enthusiasm.

● Sharpen your cognitive skills: Healthy habits nourish your brain, enhancing memory,
concentration, and critical thinking, making you a formidable competitor in any 4-H
event, whether a quiz bowl or a public speaking competition.

● Build resilience and adaptability: From late-night project deadlines to early-morning
farm chores, you'll develop the strength and flexibility to bounce back from any
obstacle, maintaining a positive outlook.

● Promote well-being and positivity: Feeling fantastic about your health translates to
infectious cheerfulness, making you a beacon of joy and motivation within your 4-H
community.

Imagine having a personal research assistant and health advisor always at your side! That's
what tracking does. It provides objective data and valuable insights, empowering you to
make informed decisions about your choices and optimize your well-being. Here are six
engaging lessons to guide your exploration:

Lesson 1: Food Explorers – Tracking Your Fuel:

● Become a food detective! Keep a weekly journal, recording everything you eat and
drink and approximate portion sizes. Explore online trackers or apps to visualize your
intake.

● Analyze your data: identify areas for improvement, like incorporating more fruits and
vegetables or reducing sugary drinks.

● Experiment and refine: try new healthy recipes, swap sugary snacks for nutrient-rich
options, and observe how these changes impact your energy levels and focus.



Reflection Questions:

● What surprised you the most about your eating habits after tracking your food intake
for a week?

● What were the biggest challenges you faced in making healthy changes to your diet?
● How did experimenting with new healthy recipes and snacks impact your energy levels

and focus?
● What specific, achievable goals can you set for improving your eating habits in the next

month?

Lesson 2: Sleep Sleuths – Unlocking the Power of Rest:

● Create a "sleep tracker" for a week, noting your bedtime, wake-up time, and how
rested you feel each morning. Use a dedicated app or a simple chart.

● Analyze your sleep patterns: identify factors like screen time before bed or inconsistent
sleep schedules that might impact your sleep quality.

● Implement healthy sleep habits: establish a regular sleep schedule, create a relaxing
bedtime routine, and avoid screen time before bed. Observe how these changes
improve your sleep quality and overall well-being.

Reflection Questions

● Did you identify any patterns in your sleep quality based on your sleep tracker data?
● What changes did you make to your sleep routine after analyzing your sleep patterns?
● How did implementing healthy sleep habits, like avoiding screen time before bed,

affect your sleep quality and overall well-being?
● What strategies can you use to maintain healthy sleep habits, even on busy days or

when traveling?

Lesson 3: Step Champions – Exploring Movement:

● Set a daily step goal and track your progress using a pedometer, fitness tracker, or
app. Start small and gradually increase your plan as you get fitter.

● Connect steps to activities: notice how different activities, like sports practices or
walks, contribute to your step count. Celebrate reaching your daily goal and adjust it as
needed.

● Explore diverse movement: experiment with different types of exercise to find activities
you enjoy. Walking, biking, swimming, and dancing are all great ways to get moving!
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Reflection Questions:

● What was your initial daily step goal, and how did you gradually increase it as you get
fitter?

● What creative ways have you incorporated movement into your daily routine beyond
walking or running?

● How did tracking your steps and celebrating your achievements motivate you to stay
active?

● What are some new types of exercise you'd like to try to continue exploring different
ways to move your body?

Lesson 4: Mood Mappers – Charting Your Emotional Landscape:

● Create a mood tracker using emojis, colors, or a simple rating system to record your
mood throughout the day. Analyze your mood patterns over a week.

● Identify mood triggers: notice activities or situations that positively or negatively impact
your mood.

● Cultivate emotional well-being: incorporate mood-boosting activities like enjoying
nature, listening to music, or practicing mindfulness into your daily routine.

Reflection Questions

● Did you discover any triggers that positively or negatively impacted your mood based
on your mood tracker data?

● What mood-boosting activities did you find most effective in improving your overall
emotional well-being?

● How can you continue to use your mood tracker for self-awareness and emotional
regulation?

● What additional strategies can you use to manage stress and cultivate positive
emotions in your daily life?

Lesson 5: Water Warriors – Staying Hydrated

● Use a water bottle with markings or a water tracking app to monitor your daily water
intake. Aim for eight glasses of water daily and adjust based on your activity level and
climate.

● Observe the impact of hydration: notice how staying hydrated affects your energy
levels, concentration, and overall well-being.

● Develop healthy hydration habits: carry a reusable water bottle, set reminders, and
prioritize water over sugary drinks.
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Reflection Questions

● Did you notice any changes in your energy levels, concentration, or overall well-being
after focusing on staying hydrated?

● What strategies were most helpful in developing healthy hydration habits, like carrying
a reusable water bottle or setting reminders?

● How can you prioritize water intake even when busy or on the go?
● What creative ways can you make staying hydrated more enjoyable, like infusing your

water with fruits or herbs?

Lesson 6: Fitness Fanatics – Exploring Movement and Activity:

● Dedicate a notebook or app to track your physical activity for a month. Note down each
workout's type of exercise, duration, and intensity.

● Analyze your workout log: identify areas for improvement, like diversifying your
exercises or increasing intensity gradually. Celebrate your progress and stay
motivated.

Reflection Questions

What were your biggest takeaways from analyzing your workout log for a month?

● Did you identify areas where you could improve your workout routine, such as
diversifying your exercises or increasing intensity?

● How did celebrating your progress and staying motivated help you stick to your fitness
goals?

● What are some SMART goals you can set for continuing to improve your fitness level
in the coming months?

Overall Project Reflection Questions to Consider:

● How has this 4-H project overall changed your perspective on your health and fitness?
● What key learnings will you carry with you as you continue your journey towards a

healthy lifestyle?
● How can you use the skills and knowledge from this project to contribute positively to

your 4-H community and inspire others to prioritize their well-being?

Career Exploration The world of health and fitness offers an incredible variety of career
paths, from direct patient care to education and research. To narrow down your options, it's
helpful to consider your interests, skills, and desired level of education. Here's a diverse list
of potential careers categorized by area:
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Direct Patient Care:

● Personal trainer: Help individuals achieve their fitness goals through individualized
programs and motivation.

● Group fitness instructor: Lead classes in various disciplines like yoga, Zumba, or
HIIT.

● Athletic trainer: Prevent and treat injuries sustained in sports or exercise.
● Physical therapist: Assist individuals with regaining movement and function after

injuries or illnesses.
● Occupational therapist: Help individuals overcome physical limitations to perform

daily activities.
● Massage therapist: Provide therapeutic massages to address muscle tension and

promote relaxation.
● Nurse practitioner: Assess and manage patient health conditions, working within a

specific area like cardiology or women's health.
● Physician: Diagnose and treat a wide range of health issues.

Health and Wellness Education:

● Health educator: Develop and deliver programs on various health topics to
communities or specific groups.

● Physical education teacher: Teach young people about physical activity and healthy
lifestyles.

● Corporate wellness coordinator: Implement programs to promote employee health
and well-being in the workplace.

● Nutritionist: Provide personalized dietary advice and counseling.
● Dietitian: Develop and manage meal plans for individuals with specific health

conditions.
● Health coach: Guide individuals towards sustainable lifestyle changes for improved

health and well-being.

Research and Administration:

● Exercise physiologist: Study the effects of exercise on the body and develop
exercise programs for specific populations.

● Kinesiologist: Apply scientific principles of movement to improve health and
performance.

● Public health researcher: Research population health issues and develop
interventions to improve public health.

● Sports psychologist: Help athletes optimize their mental performance and well-being.
● Fitness center manager: Oversee the operations of a gym or fitness studio.
● Health policy analyst: Research and analyze health policies and their impact on

populations.
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This is just a glimpse into the many exciting possibilities within health and fitness.
Remember, your ideal career might combine these areas or something unique. Do some
research, explore internship opportunities, and talk to professionals in the field to find the
path that's right for you!

Unleash Your Potential: The Ultimate Teen Quest
for Health and Happiness!
Calling all adventurous youth! Ready to embark on an epic journey to unlock your full potential
and conquer the quest for ultimate health and happiness? Forget boring routines and stuffy
textbooks – this mission is to explore, experiment, and discover what makes you thrive!

Watch this video to get some motivation! The link will be added soon!

The Quests:

● Sleep Sanctuary: Dive into the realm of slumber and unlock the hidden powers of
snooze. Craft your ultimate sleep haven, slay the Sleep Saboteurs (screens, sugar,
stress), and become a Sleep Master, wielding the weapons of schedule, tech timeouts,
and chill zones.

● Stretch it Out: Embark on a journey of flexibility and conquer the Stretch Saboteurs
(desk dwellers or tech terrors). Unravel your body's potential with daily doses of
stretching, listen to your muscles, and become a flexibility master, bending and twisting
like a willow in the wind.

● Smoothie Symphony: Blend your dreams and craft your masterpiece in delicious and
nutritious concoctions. Banish the Smoothie Saboteurs (blandness, texture, and too much
sugar) Master the art of base builders, fruit fanatics, and veggie vanguards, and become
a Mixology Master, wielding a spoon like a magic wand in a blender wonderland.

● Fitness Fantasia: Find your fitness fun and conquer the monotony monster. Explore the
vast landscape of movement, embrace your inner Team Player, Solo Sensation, Nature
Nomad, or Creative Crusader, and become a Movement Maestro, tracking your triumphs
in ways that celebrate your journey.

The Tools:

● Track Your Triumphs: Use colorful charts, keep a fitness journal, or design trophies to
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celebrate progress.
● Share the Adventure: Encourage friends to join, track your quests together, and share

your triumphs for mutual motivation.
● Have Fun! This is all about exploration and personal growth – embrace the journey, learn

from your mistakes, and celebrate every step you take towards becoming the healthiest,
happiest version of yourself.

Remember, this is your adventure, your story. Choose the quests that spark your curiosity,
experiment with different approaches, and discover what makes you thrive. Embrace the
challenges, celebrate the victories, and share your journey with others. Your potential is
limitless, young adventurers! Now go forth and conquer!

Bonus Tip: Create a "Thrive Journal" to document your learnings, challenges, and triumphs
throughout your quests. Make it colorful, creative, and personal – a true reflection of your unique
journey!

Sleep Sanctuary

Welcome, sleep warrior! Today, you'll embark on a solo mission to explore the fascinating
world of sleep and unlock its fantastic power. Grab your pajamas and curiosity, and let's dive
in!

Mission Objectives:

● Level Up Your Understanding: Discover the science behind sleep and its incredible
benefits for your body and mind.

● Unmask the Sleep Spies: Learn about the different stages of sleep and their secret
missions during your nightly quest.

● Defeat the Sleep Saboteurs: Identify the sneaky villains that drain your precious
snooze time and develop tactics to banish them.

● Craft Your Personalized Sleep Strategy: Become a sleep architect and design a
bedtime routine that sets you up for sweet dreams and a supercharged day.

Your Mission Guide:

● Explore the Sleep Lab: Visit reliable online resources like the National Sleep
Foundation or KidsHealth to gather intel on sleep basics, stages, and the science
behind their importance.

● Stage Sleuth: Research the four stages of sleep (NREM 1-4 and REM) and their
unique functions. How does your body repair, recharge, and unleash creativity during
each stage?
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● Uncover the Sleep Villains: Identify common sleep saboteurs like screen time before
bed, irregular sleep schedules, and caffeine consumption. Brainstorm ways to
neutralize their attacks and create a sleep-friendly environment.

● Become a Sleep Architect: Design your ultimate nighttime routine! This could include
calming activities like reading, taking a warm bath, or practicing relaxation techniques.
Experiment with different methods to find what leads you to dreamland most
effectively.

● Track Your Success: Keep a sleep log for a week, noting your bedtime, wake-up
time, and sleep quality. Analyze your data to identify patterns and adjust your sleep
strategy for optimal results.

Bonus Challenges:

● Share Your Sleep Secrets: Create a sleep awareness campaign for your friends and
family. Educate them about the importance of sleep and inspire them to prioritize their
nighttime adventures.

● Become a Sleep Ambassador: Advocate for healthy sleep habits in your community.
Spread the message about prioritizing sleep and encourage others to take charge of
their slumber.

Remember, sleep is not a luxury. It's a superpower! By understanding its secrets, you
can unlock its full potential and fuel your journey to a healthier, happier you. So, go forth,
brave sleep warrior, and conquer the nighttime!

Reflection Questions for Your Sleep Mission:

1. Sleep Stages:

● Imagine each sleep stage as a different land on a dream map. Describe each land's
landscape, inhabitants, and activities (NREM 1-4 and REM).

● Which land do you visit most often during your sleep adventures?
● Is there a land you wish you could spend more time in? Why or why not?

2. Sleep Saboteurs:

● Draw a cartoon villain representing your biggest sleep saboteur. Give them a funny
name and list their evil powers.

● What are your secret weapons to defeat this villain and reclaim your peaceful sleep?
● Share your villains and weapons with a friend and brainstorm ways to help each other

conquer sleep disruptions.
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3. Sleep Architect:

● Sketch your ideal bedroom layout for optimal sleep. Include furniture, decorations, and
unique features that create a calming atmosphere.

● Describe your perfect pre-sleep routine step-by-step, like a bedtime story for yourself.
● How can you incorporate your ideal sleep haven and routine into reality?

4. Sleep Tracking:

● Analyze your sleep log data. Did you identify any patterns or correlations between your
sleep quality and daily activities?

● Based on your findings, set a specific, achievable goal for improving your sleep
hygiene.

● Track your progress towards your goal and celebrate your achievements, no matter
how small!

5. Personal Reflections:

● What surprised you the most about your sleep mission?
● What is one new habit you will implement to prioritize your sleep?
● How do you feel empowered by understanding the science and power of sleep?

Bonus:

● Create a sleep mantra or affirmation to repeat before bed and throughout the day to
remind yourself of the importance of sleep.

● Design a sleep tracker template or app to help others monitor their sleep patterns and
improve their sleep hygiene.

● Share your sleep mission experience and insights with your community to raise
awareness about the importance of healthy sleep habits.

Remember, reflection is a powerful tool for learning and growth. By taking time to ponder
your sleep mission, you can gain valuable insights and develop lasting strategies for
optimizing your sleep and maximizing your energy for all your waking adventures!

Stretch it Out
Staying active is essential for young people, but it's crucial to warm up and stretch before
any physical activity to prevent injuries. This activity will help you learn the importance of
warming up and stretching and provide you with a routine you can follow before any physical
activity.
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Importance of Warming Up and Stretching

● Warm-up: A warm-up gradually increases your heart rate and body temperature,
preparing your muscles and joints for activity. This helps to prevent pulled muscles,
strains, and other injuries.

● Stretching: Stretching lengthens your muscles and improves flexibility, which can help
to improve your range of motion and performance in physical activities. It can also help
to reduce muscle soreness after exercise.

Warm-Up Routine

This warm-up routine takes 5-10 minutes and should be done before physical activity.

1. Light cardio: Start with 5-10 minutes of light cardio, such as jogging, jumping jacks, or
jumping rope. This will get your heart rate up and blood flowing to your muscles.

2. Arm circles: Make 10 small arm circles forward, then 10 backward. Repeat with larger
arm circles.

3. Shoulder rolls: Do 10 forward shoulder rolls, then 10 backward shoulder rolls.
4. Neck rolls: Do 10 slow neck rolls in each direction.
5. Torso twists: Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and twist your torso slowly

from side to side, reaching your hands behind you. Do 10 twists on each side.
6. High knees: Run in place for 30 seconds, bringing your knees up high towards your

chest.
7. Butt kicks: Run in place for 30 seconds, kicking your heels up towards your glutes.

Stretching Routine

This stretching routine takes about 10-15 minutes and should be done after your warm-up
and before or after your physical activity.

1. Hamstring stretch: Sit on the floor with your legs straight out in front of you. Lean
forward from your hips, reaching towards your toes. Hold for 30 seconds.

2. Quad stretch: Stand on one leg and hold your other foot behind you, grabbing your
heel or calf. Pull your heel gently towards your glutes. Hold for 30 seconds each leg.

3. Calf stretch: Stand facing a wall and place your hands shoulder-width apart on the
wall. Lean forward until you feel a stretch in your calves. Hold for 30 seconds.

4. Lunge stretch: Step forward with one leg and lower your back knee towards the
ground. Keep your upright knee bent at a 90-degree angle. Push your hips forward and
hold for 30 seconds each leg.

5. Chest stretch: Stand with your hands clasped behind your back. Pull your shoulders
back and down, opening up your chest. Hold for 30 seconds.
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6. Triceps stretch: Raise one arm overhead and bend your elbow behind your head,
grabbing your elbow with your other hand. Gently pull your elbow down towards your
back. Hold for 30 seconds each arm.

7. Bicep stretch: Stand with your arms at your sides, palms facing forward. Reach one
arm up overhead and gently pull your elbow down towards your head with your other
hand. Hold for 30 seconds each arm.

Cool-Down and Stretching

After physical activity, it's essential to cool down by gradually decreasing your intensity for
5-10 minutes. You can do this by walking, jogging slowly, or doing gentle stretches.

Tips for Warming Up and Stretching

● Listen to your body, and don't push yourself too hard.
● Breathe slowly and deeply throughout your warm-up and stretches.
● Hold each stretch for 30 seconds, and don't bounce.
● If you feel any pain, stop the stretch and consult a doctor.

Think about it:

● Why is it important to warm up and stretch before physical activity?
● How do you feel before and after you warm up and stretch?
● What goals can you set to ensure you always warm up and stretch?

Bonus:

● Create a short warm-up and stretching routine that you can do anywhere.
● Share your routine with your friends and family and encourage them to join you!

Smoothie Symphony

Blend Your Dreams: Concocting Your Perfect Smoothie Masterpiece!

Calling all fruit fanatics and blender aficionados! Ready to embark on a delicious journey and
craft your smoothie masterpiece? Forget bland, store-bought blends – this mission is to unleash
your inner mixologist and whip up a taste explosion in a glass!

Why Smoothies Rock? It's More Than Just a Drink:
Think of a smoothie as a blank canvas for your culinary creativity. It's a vitamin-packed
explosion, a nutrient-dense party in a portable cup, and a delicious way to fuel your adventures.
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Smoothies can be:

● Morning Marvels: Kickstart your day with a protein-packed powerhouse, blending in
oats, nuts, or yogurt for sustained energy.

● Post-Workout Potions: Refuel and rebuild muscles after crushing your workout with a
banana-berry-spinach combo packed with electrolytes and antioxidants.

● Snack Sensations: Beat the afternoon slump with a refreshing concoction of melon,
cucumber, and mint, keeping you light and energized.

● Dessert Delights: Indulge in a guilt-free treat with a smoothie blended with dark
chocolate, avocado, and berries – all the flavor, none of the sugar crash.

The Smoothie Saboteurs: Foes of Flavor and Fun:
But beware, adventurers! Sneaky Smoothie Saboteurs lurk around, trying to sabotage your
blending bliss. These villains include:

● Blandness: Dull, watery concoctions with zero personality – a fate worse than lukewarm
soup!

● Texture: Icy chunks and grainy bits, turning your smoothie into a mouth-numbing
monster.

● Sugar: Overloading sugary fruits and syrups, sending your blood sugar on a
rollercoaster ride.

Conquer the Smoothie Quest: Become a Mixology Master!
Fear not, flavor fiends! You've got the tools you need to banish the saboteurs and craft a
smoothie worthy of a Michelin star:

● Base Builders: Start with a liquid base like milk, yogurt, or plant-based alternatives. This
is your flavor canvas, so choose wisely!

● Fruit Fanatics: Pile on the fruits! Berries, bananas, citrus, and leafy greens are your
vitamin-packed allies. Mix and match for a flavor fiesta!

● Veggie Vanguard: Don't be afraid to go green! Spinach, kale, and cucumber add
unexpected depth and nutrient power. Start small and blend on!

● Power-Up Players: Boost your smoothie with protein powders, nut butters, or chia
seeds for an extra nutritional punch.

● Spice Sensations: Get adventurous with spices like cinnamon, ginger, or turmeric for a
unique flavor twist.
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● Blend to Perfection: Pulse first, then blend until smooth. Listen to your blender, and
don't overwork it – you want a creamy dream, not a chunky nightmare.

Unlock Your Smoothie Superpowers:
By conquering the Smoothie Quest, you unlock a treasure chest of benefits:

● Flavor Fanatic: Impress your friends and family with your culinary creations. Every sip is
a taste adventure!

● Nutrient Ninja: Fuel your body with vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants in every
refreshing gulp.

● Hydration Hero: Stay hydrated and energized with these portable powerhouses
throughout the day.

● Creative Crusader: Experiment with flavors, textures, and ingredients – endless
possibilities!

Remember, smoothie making is an art, not a science! Don't be afraid to experiment, have fun,
and trust your taste buds. The only limit is your imagination (and, of course, the capacity of your
blender). So, mixologists, go forth and blend your dreams! Share your smoothie masterpieces
with friends, inspire others, and become a legend in the realm of delicious and nutritious
concoctions!

Reflection Time:

● What ignites your passion for crafting the ultimate smoothie? Is it the artistic
freedom, the nutritional boost, or simply the pure joy of deliciousness?

● What personal flavor preferences and dietary needs do you want to champion in
your smoothie? Sweet or savory, protein-packed or light and refreshing, the choice is
yours!

● Think outside the fruit bowl!What unexpected ingredients, like herbs, spices, or
vegetables, could add a surprising twist?

● Let the occasions be your guide! Design a different smoothie for a morning jolt, a
post-workout refuel, or a decadent dessert finale.

● Unleash your inner wordsmith and christen your signature creations! Give them
names that capture their essence and entice everyone to sip.

● Who deserves to be enchanted by your smoothie wizardry? Friends, family, or the

Challenge:

● Craft your very own signature smoothie recipe inspired by your reflections! Let
your creativity reign supreme!

● Give it a catchy name and share your masterpiece with the world! You could spark
a smoothie revolution!
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Fitness Fantasia

Mission: Become the Ultimate Health Hero!

Imagine yourself as a superhero battling the villains of unhealthy habits. Every step you take,
every healthy meal you eat, every workout session you complete earns you points and powers.
Your goal? To reach peak health and fitness, unlock new levels and rewards along the way!

Your Health & Fitness Arsenal:

The Tracker: Ditch boring spreadsheets and use interactive apps! Choose an app with features
like:

● Step counting: Track your daily steps and compete with friends for the top
walker/runner!

● Workout logging: Input your workout details and earn points for different exercises.
Think squats for super strength and burpees for agility!

● Nutrition diary: Log your meals and snacks, earning points for healthy choices like
fruits, veggies, and whole grains.

● Sleep tracking: Monitor your sleep patterns and earn points for restful nights.
Remember, sleep is your ultimate superpower!

Challenges and Quests:

● Weekly Quests: Choose weekly challenges like "Climb the Stairway to Fitness" (walk
100 flights of stairs) or "Conquer the Veggie Volcano" (eat five servings of vegetables
every day). Completing quests earns you bonus points and bragging rights!

● Team Battles: Team up with friends or classmates and compete in challenges like "The
Great Smoothie Showdown" (who can make the healthiest smoothie?) or "The Hydration
Heroes" (who drinks the most water?). Teamwork makes the dream work (and keeps
you accountable)!

● Level Up! As you earn points, you level up, unlocking new features and rewards. Level 5
might give you access to personalized workout plans, while level 10 could unlock a
virtual fitness coach!
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Beyond the Game:

Remember, gamification is just a tool. The real goal is to build healthy habits and a positive
relationship with your body. Use your points and rewards as motivators, but remember to
celebrate non-quantifiable wins like feeling energized, sleeping better, or simply enjoying the
feeling of movement.

Bonus Tips:

● Personalize it! Choose a game theme that excites you, whether space exploration,
medieval quests, or a fitness-themed cooking competition.

● Make it social! Share your progress with friends and family, and encourage them to join
the game. Support and motivation are vital to staying on track.

● Don't be afraid to adjust! If something isn't working, change it up! Find a different app,
try a new challenge, or modify the point system to fit your needs.

Remember, your health and fitness journey is a marathon, not a sprint. Gamification can be a
fun and effective way to get started and stay motivated, but the real prize is feeling your best
and living your healthiest life! So, go forth, young health heroes, and conquer your fitness goals!
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https://www.acsm.org/education-resources/journals
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/children/index.html
https://www.niams.nih.gov/health-topics/kids-and-their-bones
https://www.sleepfoundation.org/
https://aasm.org/
https://kidshealth.org/en/kids/not-tired.html


Other Possible Health Project Topics

Eating Disorders
Eating disorders are serious but treatable mental and physical illnesses. In the United
States, 10 in 100 young women suffer from an eating disorder, and they also occur in boys,
but less often. While no one knows for sure what causes eating disorders, a growing
consensus suggests that it is a range of biological, psychological, and sociocultural factors.

The National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA).
https://www.nationaleatingdisorders.org/what-are-eating-disorders

Nemours Teens Health
https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/eat-disorder.html

University of Utah Health
https://healthcare.utah.edu/healthfeed/2022/05/rescue-your-teen-eating-disorder

Healthy Snacking
According to the USDA, almost a quarter of kids’ daily calories may come from snacks. It is
important that those snacks add to the intake of a child’s essential nutrients. It is important
that they supplement their meals with healthy snacks to promote growth and development.

Healthy Snacking with MyPlate
https://myplate-prod.azureedge.us/sites/default/files/202204/TipSheet_12_HealthySnacking

Center for Science in the Public Interest
https://www.cspinet.org/protecting-our-health/nutrition/healthy-school-snacks

A Guide to Smart Snacks in the School
https://fns-prod.azureedge.us/sites/default/files/resource-files/smartsnacks.pdf

Mental Health Wellness
Millions of Americans are affected by mental health conditions every year. It is important to
know the warning signs and symptoms, mental health conditions, treatment options, and
how to help a friend who might be suffering.

National Alliance on Mental Illness
https://www.nami.org/About-Mental-Illness/Mental-Health-by-the-Numbers/Infographics-Fact-Sheets
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